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GNL REPORT
Commissioner’s
Cycle Bonuses
Each of the Following
will receive $10,000 each
per cycle.
*League Champion
*TV Champion
*Battle Royal Winner
*#1 Ranked Wrestler
*Best Trash Talk

FYI……
*Cycles #2-#4 will be 2
matches for $1

*Only 3 Superstar per
Manager
*New Wrestlers Only
*No Transfers Allowed
*Stable Initials Allowed

Superstar Cycle Insider…
This edition of the Generation Next Superstar Cycle
Insider will introduce you to the very first Tag-Team to graduate
from the Generation Next Gym. This Tag-Team are members of
The Blazer Corporation, The Gulfport Boyz. These guys are
certainly making a name for themselves in the Generation Next
League. Their first tour with the GNL they were both ranked in
the top 10. Their second tour they were crowned the inaugural
Gen Next Junior Tag-Team Champions. They also made up 2/3 of
the inaugural Gen Next Junior Trios Champions.
Jim Blazer of The Blazer Corporation discovered the
Gulfport Boyz, Doc Washington and “Frogger” Jay Dixon while
following a lead on the docks of Gulfport, Louisiana. Unstable to
say the least, Dixon and Washington had proven themselves to be
legitimate fighters. Legendary stories make their way around the
docks where the two make their living, needless to say the duo
are not afraid of a confrontation.
“Frogger” Jay Dixon is smaller and younger of the two but
definitely more agile. Standing at a lean 6’0”, 215 lbs, Jay earned
the nickname “Frogger” with his extremely high vertical leaping
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ability. Jay also possesses the gift
of gab, as he is very outspoken.
He has most certainly had his
fair share of altercations due to
that fact. He has the ability to
back up anything he may say to
any advisory, especially if he
lands the Frogger Splash. The
Frogger Splash is his finishing
maneuver, which is a 580
moonsault splash. “Frogger”
captured the Gen Next Junior World Championship on his second
tour with the GNL. He defeated The Grand Wizard with his 580
Frogger Splash, becoming only the second Gen Next Junior World
Champion.
Doc Washington stands at a towering 6’6”, weighing in at 340 lbs;
he is an absolute monster of a man. Rather unstable and possessing a
massive physique, Doc is the muscle of the team. It’s rumored that he
has been known to Press Slam co-workers into the Gulf while giggling
maniacally. One look from Doc has caused guys to quit the docks our
of pure fear alone. His
finisher, The Gulfport
Bomb, a Last Ride
Power Bomb, has caused
guys to completely quit
Professional Wrestling
all together. This guy is
relentless.
Jim Blazer of The
Blazer Corporation has
taken management of
The Gulfport Boyz and
acquired the duo contracts in the Generation Next League. Mr.
Blazer looks forward to working alongside his freshly new recruits
and have advised them to pursue gold by any means necessary.
Personally, I believe Mr. Blazers persuasion may have been the
missing ingredient. The Gulfport Boys have done exactly that since
their arrival here in the GNL, while cementing their Legacy. This is
one Tag-Team to watch in the Generation Next League.
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Spencer Bateman here with Breaking News just released
by Generation Next League Oﬃcials. The Generation Next League
have oﬃcially announced the First GNL Pay Per View. That’s right
folks! Rumors have been running rampant that the Generation
Next League have had this in the works. GNL Oﬃcials confirmed
today that this event will take place Cycle #5.
Generation Next League Commissioner Andrew Nichols
and General Manager Dr. William Worthington announced the
events name will be Ground Zero.
Commissioner Nichols said, “The name Ground Zero is fitting for
our first PPV here in the GNL. The Generation Next League
started from absolutely nothing but a hope and dream. It is
developing into something special that IWA fans love and stand
behind. We are excited to give this opportunity to the GNL Talent.
I wish all competitors the very best of luck. Make the most of this
opportunity”.

Hello chaps, this is your Generation Next League General
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Manager Dr. William Worthington. This is your General Manager’s Report for
the April 2018. We just wrapped up and amazing 2nd
Cycle and some congratulations
are in order for the Champions,
Inaugural Tag-Team/Junior TagTeam Champions, Inaugural Trios/
Junior Trios Champions and winners
of the Commissioners cycle
bonuses. Without further ado, I
would like to present the awards
to the respectful winners. Winners
will receive $10,000 each.
Congratulations to all of the winners. Keep up the good work.
*Undisputed Gen Next World Champion - Virus: Reverend James Jones
*Gen Next Junior World Champion - BC: Frogger Jay Dixon
*GNL Battle Royal Winner - AC: Flabby Fessik
*GNL #1 Ranked Wrestler - E$T/OG: Death Row 3260
*GNL Best Trash Talk - VIRUS/AI: McLovin & VIRUS/AI: McHatin
Now on to other business at hand….. The boys of Cage of Honor
certainly have an exquisite track record everywhere they go and have never
been known to back down from a challenge. That being said, the First Match
announced for Ground Zero will be Drake Douglas vs. “The Siberian
Assassin” Liberal Koloﬀ. This match will be held inside of a Steel Cage. No
running, no hiding, no interference. I want these two men to settle their
diﬀerences and give us one hell of a match in the process. At this event we
will crown the first ever Super Next Tag-Team Champions in a Gauntlet TagTeam Match. Competitors will include The Gulfport Boyz, TBASID
(James&Hall), Roderick Rampage & Mike Vendetta, McLovin & McHatin,
Highly Suspect (Jane & Greenhouse) *Pending Drug Screening Results. You
you also see a Super Next Crown Tournament for the first ever Super Next
Crown Championship. (Competitors of this match are to be announced)
More matches will be added to the card. I expect nothing but the best from
all that participate in this historic event. Remember Chaps, put forth your
best eﬀort because you never know what opportunities are awaiting in your
future. Be sure to keep an eye on the oﬃcial Generation Next League
Facebook Page for up to the minute updates. Ta-Ta for now lads.
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Hello again everybody and welcome back to another episode of What’s Up
in the Generation Next League. I am your Host, Spencer Bateman and boy do we
have a jam packed line up tonight.
First and foremost lets discuss the General Manager of the Generation
Next League, Dr. William Worthington. This guy comes in and immediately
implements a “random” drug screening policy. The members of Highly Suspect
took to the Official GNL Facebook Page to voice their displeasure about this
subject. We will see how this plays out in the next couple of cycles.
Speaking of the next couple of cycles, rumors are swirling around the GNL
about the Leagues first Pay Per View, Ground Zero coming in cycle #5. While all
of the details are not out yet, I have heard from Commissioner Nichols himself,
that the card for this event will be epic.
In other news, The Gulfport Boyz make their presence known in the GNL,
especially “Frogger” Jay Dixon who captured the Gen Next Junior World
Championship. These good ol’ boys seem like they are gonna to be a force to be
reckon’ with here in the GNL.
Insane Issac and Liberal Koloff give us a short promo on how “The Siberian
Assassin” is for hire for any stable. Also how displeased they were to not have
walked away with gold in cycle #1, although that all changed in cycle #2 as
Liberal Koloff was crowned New GNL No Limits Champion. His reign as
Champion could be cut short as Drake Douglas and Insane Issac exchange words
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in the backstage area, leading to Douglas/Koloff in a stare down. These are two
of the biggest stars in the GNL today, rumor has it that they are scheduled to go
One on One at the Ground Zero PPV.
Speaking of Drake Douglas, the Cage of Honor member and his running
buddies Mike Vendetta and Roderick Rampage have their sights set on GNL gold.
They are also acting as ambassadors for a potential GNL affiliation with COH.
Word is the Board of Directors are speaking to each and every GNL Superstar
and Staff Member to get their opinion prior to making a decision.
Finally, These Boys Are Still In Development (TBASID), have come to the
GNL and have made an impact quickly. Winning not only the GNL Ultra
Championship and GNL Project Next Championship but also being the inaugural
Gen Next Elite Tag-Team Champions and the inaugural Gen Next Elite Trios
Champions. These guys don’t seem to need anymore time in development.
Well fans thats all the time we have for this episode. Remember to check
out the Official Generation Next League Facebook Page for all the latest news
and updates. Also listen in to the Generation Next League Tubecast for what’s
going on in the GNL. Until next time, this is Spencer Bateman signing off. Good
night.

*****Feel free to contact Commissioner Andrew Nichols and Mr. James on the
Official Generation Next League Facebook Page or email us at
badracer616@yahoo.com
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On my way out here tonight, I Insane Issac was asked to comment on the Douglas and Koloff
abrupt meeting, Well allow me to comment, Douglas you are a great Talent but so is Koloff, so
both parties can chalk it up to Intense atmosphere or at some point a Koloff and Douglas
confrontation can happen and may the best man win, and I am most definitely sure Koloff WILL,
now moving on Koloff captured Gold just as I said He would but by no means does that fulfill
Koloff agenda, what's next some ask: Wait and see, just know to Koloff: Your Agony is his
Happiness and your Pain is Koloff delight!!! I am out of here

The arena is buzzing from another great GNL event when a dragons cry can be heard
throughout the arena followed by the japanese style music of DORAGON. DORAGON and Dr.
Worthington make their way down the ramp to the ring with microphone in hand.
Worthington: Well hello good fans of the GNL i do hope all of you are having a splendid
time here tonight. DORAGON and I have a couple things we would like to get off our chests if it's
all the same to you good people here. First and foremost i must apologize to my warrior for
perhaps not spending enough time focusing on his carrer here in the GNL and it seems it has
caused a sort of lack luster start to his record here so far but make no mistake about it i am
invested in DORAGON's success and i promise him and all of you fans that my other
responsibilities here will not hinder his in ring performance any longer. My beast will rise again
and gain the notoriety he so deserves in this league with no special treatment of any sort just the
support of his dear friend and manager. Second although DORAGON has not had the best strat in
the GNL he accepts all challenges and never scurrys away from any foe so with Ground Zero
coming up DORAGON has informed me that he will take on any one who would like to challenge
him. He feels as though that is the perfect platform for him to get back on track and begin his
destined journey to GNL gold. Thank you good people for letting us have a moment of your time
and remember that you are the reason we do this. Ta ta for now.

The lights go out and a spotlight comes on showing a Childs choir at the top of the ramp as the
choir begins to sing "What a friend we have in Jesus”. As the choir sings another spotlight shines
into the ring were the Flock is standing.
Reverend James Jones: Welcome all of you god-fearing people standing before you are the
Undefeated Undisputed Den Next World Champion me Reverend James Jones, the United States
champion Deaconess Mary Lou and the Undefeated Rising Star champion Deacon Dave. That’s
right the only lose to blemish our record was when Deaconess Mary Lou did the right thing and
laid down for me to take the Undisputed Den Next World Championship, like the good flock
member that she is. Like I’ve said before we are here only to lead all of you sinners to the light
and I hope that this little show of strength shows just how serious we are about doing just that.
Every one who tried to resist giving up there evil ways tasted the Cool-Aid and I’m sure will be
seeing the light soon enough. This brings me to my next question of who in the GNL with be the
next to go down on knee before us and beg for the lord’s forgiveness. We are here and waiting
for the opportunity to show them the light.

Hello once again Generation Next League fans. Spencer Bateman here backstage at GNL Live Event
in Buenos Aries, accompanied by no other than Prince Lee.

*Bateman: Prince Lee how are you feeling after your second tour with the GNL?
*Lee: Rather rough! I had several rough outings this tour.

*Bateman: Can you reflect on some of your matches for the fans viewing from home?
*Lee: Certainly, the Generation Next League is full of Main Event potential Superstars. 9 competitors I
faced this tour won via disqualification. Replay in Professional Wrestling would have been rather nice for
myself. Gentlemen I understand winning at all costs but these guys were showing shades of the late great
Eddie Guerrero. Lying, Cheating and Stealing their way to victory, from shoving me into the Ref or throwing
foreign objects into my hands then bumping for the ref to catch me with said object in my possession.

*Bateman: What is next for Prince Lee?
*Lee: Take some time off to regroup and clear my head from this tour. When I come back next tour, I will
do what I do best and that is putting on performances night after night for the GNL fans, who knows maybe
a championship along the way.

*Bateman: You mention the word championship, how does it feel to be 1/3 of the Inaugural Generation
Next Junior Trios Champions with The Blazer Corp?
*Lee: “Frogger” Jay Dixon and Doc Washington are great competitors. “Frogger” is an absolutely
phenomenal wrestler and Doc is a MONSTER! Being crowned Inaugural Generation Next Junior Trios
Champions is huge for our careers. We made GNL history with that victory.

*Bateman: Before time runs out is there anything else you would like to touch on?
*Lee: With the support of the GNL fans, my career can only go up from here. Being the first graduate of the
GNL Gym, I have more to prove than the remainder of the roster. It’s time for me to prove why I belong
here in the Generation Next League.

Well there you have it folks, sounds like Prince Lee has a gameplan and is look to implement it this coming
tour, right here in the Generation Next League!!!!

T.B.A.S.I.D.
These boys are
still in development
official farm system for

The boys are back in town
The scene opens to a training center that
looks nearly barren and mostly rundown.
A single ring has been erected in the
middle of building. Inside the ring are
Scott, Derrick, and Quinton along with
this week’s trainer: “The Intellectual”
Cornelius Crowley. The group has halted
their workout for some verbal instruction.
Cornelius: There are a lot of men and
women in this business who are mistaken
about the most important tool a wrestler
can have at their disposal. Make no
mistake, my friends - your mind is more
dangerous than any suplex or slam. With
it, you can anticipate your opponent’s
next intent. A properly developed mind
will keep you calm during a distressing point in the contest. When you lack mental astuteness
and discipline, everything else will unravel at the moment of truth.
Gerran, James, and Hall have nearly caught their breath during the rest period.
Derrick: Are you saying that Thunder and Lightning aren’t devastating?
Cornelius: (scoffing) Of course your fists of fury are everything they are rumored to be. But
they are worthless if you act without intelligence. A wild swing made too early, for example,
could leave you wide open for a counter attack. It is time to get back to work, gentlemen.
With that, the physical training resumes for the Boys in Development.
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GNL- CAGE OF HONOR
Drake Douglas Wants Siberian Assassin!

Rampage & Vendetta on a
quest for GNL gold
Our 2nd cycle in GNL: didn’t go as
planned. We were determined to win
either the Elite or Jr tag titles. Bottom
line is we failed but we keep going. As
one of the most decorated teams outside
the IWA, we win and that’s what we do,
it’s what we have to do. Any team in
GNL wants to step up and show us how
good you are, we’re ready to take on the
World and anyone in Iron fed.

DD: Last cycle, apparently Siberian Assassin and his cupcake of a
pal Insane Isaac didn’t like it when the Cage Of Honor boys got too
close. But something tells me he expected us to back down but that’s
not going to happen, not on that guys best day. He talks about how
“your pain is his gain,” we’ll each cycle I’ll become his pain till he
mans up and faces me in that ring. Last cycle he put his hands on me
and he’s lucky I allowed that. This cycle it might go a little different
if I want to play that game.
Bottom line, annoying Isaac wants to screech around backstage
about pain, you boys want pain I’ll deliver. I’m daring you to step in
my way again and you’ll see what I can do. I’m simply being polite
letting you know that I’m about to do something bad to you. While
you’re out in the ring beating the curtain jerkers, I just debuted in
HRL as well. I’m out there fighting while you’re talking and posing
in your provocative playgirl pictures. The time is coming assassin
and I’m patiently waiting to make my pain your pain.

Douglas Debuts in HRL
Last cycle in HRL out of Bronze fed, GNL’s Drake Douglas made his
debut in the High Roller League. We’ve been told that Douglas will
compete in both leagues to further fulfill his COH contractual goals.
More on this as details become available.

We saw the ICW and COH add and we
want in on that action. We have COH
contracts so we know what we’re
allowed to do. Whichever one of those
mutt teams that wins the ICW World
Tag Team Championship, just know
we’re gunning for them and we’ll
proudly bring them back to GNL to
defend.

Douglas Strikes!

After the battle royal, Siberian Assassin went back in the ring mocking the crowd. As he and Insane Isaaac ran
their mouth Drake Douglas slid into the ring and as Assassin turned around he was blasted by a vicious
forearm strike. Isaac stood in shock as Douglas stood over Assassin then simply left the ring and headed to
the back. As he was at the top of the ramp he turned around pointed at Isaac and yelled, “is he feeling pain?
Next cycle there will be more pain until he faces me one on one.”

EVIL WONDER WOMAN
EVIL WONDER WOMAN speaks: I am here in the GNL to destroy anyone
who gets in my way and win championships, including the IWA World
Championship, and nothing will stop me. Ha ha ha ha! Enough said.

